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Abstract. The article describes the pedagogical problem of forming the terminological competence of future doctors in higher educational institutions while studying humanities. The emphasis is placed on the fact that reforms in modern education are built not only on the principle of acquiring knowledge and skills, but also on the acquisition of terminological competence of future doctors. The terminological competence of future doctors during the study of humanities is defined as the ability to use professional terms in professional activity, to understand and apply professional expressions in various situations of professional communication with the obligatory use of professional vocabulary, based on the experience gained during university studies. It is proved that the terminological competence acquired by future specialists in higher educational institutions during the study of humanities is the basis for their further professional and scientific activities.
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Introduction. Nowadays most of the countries carry out the transition to democratization and informatization of society. Such changes demand constant updates in education as well as making education correspondent to the needs of integration of the world and European educational processes. Such transition stipulates provision of creating educational activity in higher educational institutions on the basis of competences that involve subject’s autonomy in professional activity, enhancement of practical orientation of education, a reflection of specialists’ personal features, leading quality of education; focusing educational programs on forming main key competences, their terminological aspect in particular.

In such conditions, only professionally trained doctors can go beyond unplanned and make a correct, reasonable decision and be responsible for it. In this...
context, it is necessary to study the concept of terminological competence and its essence in training future doctors in the study of the humanities.

The aim – to substantiate the concept of the terminological competence of future doctors and distinguish separate aspects of work with its formation during studying humanities.

Theoretical framework. The problem of forming the terminological competence of future doctors has been studied by many modern scientists. Today in Ukraine there are several scientific directions in the research of theoretical and methodical aspects of teaching humanities in higher educational institutions.

Acquisition of basic knowledge on any specialty begins with the combination of general and professional knowledge, that is, professional speech acquisition – branch phraseology and terminology that are components of successful professional activity.

One of the quality criteria of training doctors in higher educational institutions is professional competence as an ability to implement the task or work professionally.

Each professional activity differs with its terminological and concepts. Therefore, we consider that terminological competence formation, which is one of the main components of professional competence, is an important stage in training future doctors. In any professional field terminology is one of the important aspects of scientific researches on organization of human being, forming balanced holistic environment during the long term. In the conditions of post-industrial informational society development and globalization, transformation of traditional paradigms and values, terminology remains one of the most important components of professional education.

Knowledge of terminology is necessary for future doctors first of all while reading and understanding professional texts in higher educational institutions in order to get information in the process of studying, writing research papers, etc. and in future professional activity – for professionally-oriented conversation, discussions with foreign colleagues, etc. Therefore, teachers of humanities should pay attention to the main properties of terminological vocabulary, ways of semantization of its meaning in professional texts.

The efficiency of studying terminology and its active use in oral and written professional language during studying humanities depends on the variety of exercises, gradually aimed at substantial terminology acquisition as well as at enhancement of speaking and listening skills which are needed for the use of this terminology in professional situations. Such principles are the basis for development and formation of the terminological competence of future doctors during studying humanities. Theoretical background of the development and substantiation of the process of terminological competence formation during studying humanities are patterns of studying which are traditionally defined as “objective, stable and considerable links in educational process that provide its efficiency” [7] and reflect the correlation between teachers’ and students’ activity and content of educational material during studying humanities.

Investigation and analysis of scientific works gave an opportunity to define the concept of terminological competence. In particular, scientist T. Denyshchych defines the concept “terminological competence” as ‘human ability to understand and create professional speech in different socially determined situations using professional vocabulary and taking into account linguistic and social rules which are followed by native speakers’ [3].

We agree with O. Semenoh who defines professional competence as “already existing quality, a real demonstration of acquired knowledge and relevant skills and abilities of a person as a subject of professional activity, having appropriate competences and ability to use them in professional situations” [6].

Patterns that contribute to the formation of terminological competence of future doctors during studying humanities are as follows: educational nature of professional speech development which facilitates development of appropriate features of character and behaviour; dependence on conditions, professional situation of speaking as it creates motives of communication; selection of language means of professional communication; comparison of oral and written language of students of non-philological specialties; enhancement of professional speech; interdependency of methods and techniques during studying humanities in order to form the terminological competence [2, 5].

Terminological analysis of the problem gives an opportunity to claim that knowledge of terminology is formed on the basis of common didactic principles (communicative, scientific, systematic, situational, text relevancy principle, illustrative, principles of interrelation of theory and practice, individual approach to students) and are specified by peculiar principles of training (interdisciplinarity, modularity, creativity, individualization, focus on future professional activity) [1].
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Future doctors have to be terminologically competent in the field of their professional activity. Terminological competence is formed on the basis of inseparable combination of deep professional knowledge with the knowledge of speech regulations, rules and mechanisms of functioning of logically-conceptual as well as lexical sub-systems of terminology system, or in other words—on the synthesis of professional and linguistic erudition including knowledge of terms.

At the initial stage of studying humanities future doctors work with medical terminology of scientific texts with more interest and more efficiently. Senior students who already have subject-conceptual basis, understand professional terms, work with terminology of non-adapted authentic medical tests individually [4].

Professional–terminological competence means the ability to use professional terms, knowledge of expressions and structure of phrases correctly and appropriately, acquired skills to create sentences and own dialogues in professional communication situations, basing on the experience gained during studying humanities in higher medical educational institutions and at the same time motivating themselves by relevance of chosen specialty and high results in professional activity and understanding that the key to success is constant practice and self-development.

As it was mentioned above, the efficiency of learning terms and their effective use in oral and written language depend on appropriately selected exercises. Among large amount of variety of exercises the most efficient are the following: to define the professional term in Ukrainian, to match terms with definitions, to compile terminological dictionary to the text from the coursebook.

**Conclusions and Prospects for Research.** The relevance of the studied problem is attributed to the importance of forming terminological competence of future competitive doctors during the study of humanities in modern labour market. In general, this research showed us that fluency in professional terminology is a prerequisite for successful professional communication. Therefore, we single out terminological competence during studying humanities in the structure of professional competence as enhanced general linguistic knowledge and professional speech skills influence competent professional activity.

Thus, the formation of terminological competence of future doctors in the study of humanities involves: acquisition of terminological subsystem in the process of studying professional disciplines, vocational and terminological literacy in oral and written language, ability to conduct conversation, analyze, persuade, prove, that is, to solve communicative problems in situations of professional communication. The terminological competence acquired by future doctors in higher medical educational institutions is basic in their further professional and scientific activities.

**Prospects for further research in this field are to study peculiarities of formation of terminological competence of future doctors during studying humanities.**
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